Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL) aims at recognizing unseen categories using some class semantics of the categories. The existing studies mostly leverage the seen categories to learn a visual-semantic interaction model to infer the unseen categories. However, the disjointness between the seen and unseen categories cannot ensure that the models trained on the seen categories generalize well to the unseen categories. In this work, we propose an episode-based approach to accumulate experiences on addressing disjointness issue by mimicking extensive classification scenarios where training classes and test classes are disjoint. In each episode, a visual-semantic interaction model is first trained on a subset of seen categories as a learner that provides an initial prediction for the rest disjoint seen categories and then a meta-learner fine-tunes the learner by minimizing the differences between the prediction and the ground-truth labels in a pre-defined space. By training extensive episodes on the seen categories, the model is trained to be an expert in predicting the mimetic unseen categories, which will generalize well to the real unseen categories. Extensive experiments on four datasets under both the traditional ZSL and generalized ZSL tasks show that our framework outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches by large margins.
Introduction
With the recent renaissance of deep learning, tremendous breakthroughs have been achieved on various visual tasks. However, the deep learning techniques predominantly rely on the availability of artificially balanced training data, which poses a significant bottleneck against building comprehensive models for the real visual world. In recent years, Zero-Shot Learning [11, 31, 32] has been attracting a lot of attention due to its potential to address the data scarcity issue.
Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL) aims at recognizing unseen classes that have no visual instances during the training stage. Such a harsh but realistic scenario is painful for the traditional classification approaches because there is no labeled visual data to support the parameters training. ZSL methods address this problem by leveraging the seen classes that have abundant visual data to learn a visual-semantic interaction model, which can be in turn used to infer unseen visual instances from their corresponding class semantics, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Although promising performances have been achieved, the existing approaches mostly dedicate to designing visualsemantic interaction models with the seen classes, which cannot ensure that they generalize well to the unseen classes as the seen and unseen classes are literally disjoint. Inspired by the success of meta-learning in the few-shot learning task, we propose an episode-based framework that trains a specific model for unseen classes. Specifically, each episode mimics a zero-shot learning task, of which the training classes and the test classes are disjoint. In each episode, the seen classes are randomly split into two disjoint class sets, one training set, and one test set. The training set is taken as input to train a learner, which is a parameterized function that builds semantic interactions between the visual and the class semantic modalities by minimizing the semantic differences across different modalities. Meta-learner is trained by feeding the test set to the learner to obtain the initialized label prediction and then to fine-tune the learner by minimizing the difference between the prediction and the ground-truth in a pre-defined space. By training extensive episodes in the seen data, the model accumulates ensemble experiences on predicting unseen categories, which is trained to be an expert for zero-shot learning.
Under the meta-learning framework, we propose a novel approach called Meta-Transfer Network (MTN) that leverages the merits of both the transfer learning and metalearning paradigm. The learner in the MTN is a welldesigned semantic-visual interaction network, which interweaves both the visual features and the class semantic features tightly to align the cross-modal semantics and capture discriminative information. Specifically, both the visual features and class semantic features are fed into a cycle network to align the semantic consistency with an adversarial loss. To effectively capture the discriminative information, we devise a novel Multi-modal Cross-Entropy Loss to integrate both the visual features, class semantic features, and class labels into a classification network. With the trained learner, each class semantic vector obtains its corresponding visual prototype in the visual space. The meta-learner in the MTN feeds both the mimetic unseen visual data and their corresponding class semantic vectors into the learner to obtain the initialized prediction based on the similarities between the unseen visual data and class visual prototypes with a specific distance metric. By minimizing the differences between the prediction and ground-truth labels, the meta-learner fine-tunes the parameters of the learner to encourage the learner to be suited for the unseen classes.
In summary, our contributions are concluded into the following three-fold.
1. We introduce an episode-based paradigm to address zero-shot learning, where each episode mimics a specific zero-shot learning task. By training extensive episodes, the model accumulates a wealth of experiences on predicting the mimetic unseen classes, which will generalize well to the real unseen classes.
2. We propose a well-designed network to construct the visual-semantic interactions, which consists of a cycle network to align the semantic consistency across different modalities and an effective classification network to capture the discriminative information with a novel Multi-modal Cross-Entropy Loss.
Extensive experiments on four benchmark datasets
show that the proposed approach achieves state-of-theart performances under both the traditional ZSL and realistic generalized ZSL evaluation protocols.
Related Work
In this section, we provide an overview of the most related work on zero-shot learning and meta-learning approaches.
Zero-Shot Learning
Over the past years, a large number of ZSL approaches have been proposed. Most approaches directly train an interaction model to align the semantic consistency between the visual and the class semantic modalities. Based on the way of modeling, the existing approaches can be roughly divided into discriminative approaches and generative approaches. The discriminative approaches either train a projection function to map the visual features into the class semantic space [14, 21] or learn a compatibility function to evaluate the semantic similarity between the visual features and the class semantic features [6, 1, 2, 18, 33] with different losses. [19] demonstrates that the methods that project the high-dimensional visual features into a low-dimensional class semantic space easily suffer from "hubness" issue that the tendency of some unseen class prototypes ("hubs") appearing in the top neighbors of many test instances, which will damage the classification performances. To address this issue, the generative approaches are proposed one after another. In contrast to the discriminative approaches, the generative approaches learn an inverse projection function that maps the class semantic features into the visual space. For example, DEM [34] directly trains a three-layer neural network to project the class semantic features into the visual space. Motivated by the success of generative adversarial network (GAN) [7, 3] and variational autoencoder (VAE) [9] , the generative approaches tend to be the mainstream to address zero-shot learning task. [28, 35, 30, 12] leverage GAN to regularize the distribution differences between the generated visual features and the real visual features, while [25] uses VAE to fit the class-specific latent distribution and highly discriminative feature representations.
The models trained only with the seen classes tend to generalize modestly on the unseen classes due to their disjointness, resulting in the domain shift issue. In contrast, our approach boosts the generalized ability to unseen classes by accumulating ensemble experiences on addressing the disjoint classification tasks with an episode-based paradigm.
Meta-Learning
Meta-learning, also called learning to learn, attracts a lot of attention in few-shot learning task [16, 20, 5] . It formulates the training process into extensive episodes on the labeled examples of base categories, each of which mimics a few-shot learning task. The existing meta-learning algorithms for few-shot learning can be divided into three categories: model-based, metric-based, and optimization based approaches. The model-based approaches [15, 26] devise the models to fit the classification parameters with a few samples. The metric-based approaches [23, 20] aim to learn a metric space to evaluate the similarities between different samples. Optimization-based approaches [16, 5] 
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One-hot Class Labels Figure 2 . Diagram of the proposed method for one episode (task). The learner leverages the training classes to train a model by constructing the visual-semantic alignment (V.S. Alignment) across the visual and class semantic modalities. The meta-learner first initializes the label prediction of the unseen test data with the trained model in a pre-defined space and then fine-tunes the learner by minimizing the differences between the predicted results and the ground-truth labels. assume that the model trained with traditional gradient decent approaches could not converge with a few samples, and learn a desired initial state, where the models could converge within a few optimization steps.
In this work, we also apply episode-based paradigm to train the transfer model. Differently, each episode in our approach mimics a zero-shot learning task, which requires to train a visual-semantic interaction model to achieve the knowledge transfer. One related work to ours is RELA-TION NETWORK [22] that also trains a zero-shot learning model in an episode-based paradigm. However, RELA-TION NETWORK [22] learns a metric space to evaluate the relations between the visual instances and the class semantic features rather than simulating zero-shot learning task.
Methodology
Problem Formulation
The zero-shot classification task aims at inferring unseen categories with the corresponding class semantics. To achieve this task, a basic inferential criterion from the class semantics to visual samples should be learned with some seen categories. Suppose we collect N samples
, CNN feature) for the i-th instance, a i ∈ R K and y i are its Kdimensional class semantic vector and one-hot class label, respectively. In the test stage, the task is to classify the test instance x t into the correct unseen categories on the condition that the class semantics A T ∈ R K×R are provided, where R is the number of unseen categories.
In the training stage, we introduce the episode-based paradigm for training, which trains the model by mimick-ing extensive zero-shot tasks on the seen categories. For each episode, the seen categories are randomly subdivided into two disjoint sets, one training set
Model
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , each episode consists of a training stage as a learner and a test stage as a meta-learner. The training stage aims at learning a visual-semantic interaction model to align the semantic consistency, which can be used to predict the unseen categories from the class semantics. The test stage updates the parameters of the trained model by minimizing the predicted results and the ground-truth labels. Training each episode can be seen as a process of accumulating experience on zero-shot classification. After training extensive episodes, the model is expected to be an expert in predicting unseen categories, i.e., zero-shot learning.
Learner.
The learner aims at learning a criterion to infer unseen categories from the corresponding class semantics. Similar with the exiting approaches, we also train an interaction model to align the semantic consistency across different modalities. Specifically, we devise a novel cycle embedding network to achieve this goal.
For the visual modality, we try to learn a mapping function f : R D → R K to project the image features into the class semantic space by encouraging the image features to be close to the corresponding class semantic vectors, which can be formulated as:
Similarly, for the class semantic modality, we try to learn another mapping function g : R K → R D to project the class semantics into the visual space. Since each class usually consists of many image examples while corresponds to only one class semantic vector, the mapping function g can be seen as a one-to-many semantic-to-visual feature generator. The mapping function g is learned by minimizing the distances between the generated visual feature g(a i ) and the real visual feature x i .
With the two mapping functions f and g, we can construct the relationships between the visual space and the class semantic space. However, they are independent to each other. To better align the semantic consistency, we introduce the adversarial mechanism to regularize both two mapping networks, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Specifically, we leverage the improved WGAN [8] to integrate the projected class semantic vectorã and the real class semantic vector a separately to generator and discriminator. The loss is written:
whereã = f (x) is the projected class semantic vector;x = g(a) is the generated visual feature.x = αx+(1−α)x and a = αa + (1 − α)ã with α ∼ U (0, 1), and λ is the penalty coefficient. The discriminator D is a three-layer neural network. The above model aligns the semantic consistency between the visual features and class semantics. However, training such a model neglects to exploit the discriminative information to distinguish categories, which is essential to the final class prediction. To address this issue, we propose a multi-modal cross-entropy loss that interweaves the image features, class semantics, and the one-hot class labels into a united framework. Intuitively, the visual features from the same category are required to have higher affinities with their corresponding class semantic vector than the other class semantic vectors. The multi-modal affinity is calculated as the inner products of the features from the two modalities. In the visual space, class semantic features of all training categories are projected into the corresponding class visual prototypes that are pre-stored in a visual feature buffer g(A S ), where g(a i ) denotes the class visual prototype of i-th category. The affinities between a visual sample x and all class visual prototypes could be obtained as x T g(A S ). In this way, the probability of the input visual sample x belonging to the i-th category in the visual space can be evaluated with the affinity of visual sample x matching the i-th class semantic vector with the following crossmodal softmax function:
Similarly, in the class semantic space, all class semantic vectors are pre-stored in a class semantic buffer A S and a visual sample x is represented as f (x) with the mapping function f . Therefore, the probability of x belongs to the i-th category in the class semantic space is defined as
.
Our goal is to maximize the above probabilities in both visual and class semantic space, which can be formulated by minimizing the following loss,
Compared with the existing generative approaches [28, 12] that train a softmax classification model with both the real seen visual features and the generated unseen visual features, our classification model introduces no extra parameters, which is more efficient and feasible.
Overall, our full objective then becomes, 
Meta-learner.
With the trained mapping functions f and g, the unseen instances could be predicted by applying the nearest neighbor classifier on the similarities between the visual instances and the unseen class semantics in a same space. To alleviate the "hubness" issue, we also project the low-dimensional class semantics into the high-dimensional visual space and calculate the similarities with a pre-defined distance metric. For an unseen instance x t , its class label is predicted by,
where a k is the class semantic vector of the k-th unseen category. d(·, ·) denotes a certain distance metric, such as Euclidean or Consine distance. The model trained in the learner focuses on aligning the semantic consistency on the seen categories, which cannot ensure that it generalizes well to the unseen categories in the pre-defined metric space. To better transfer the learned knowledge to the unseen categories, we train a meta-learner on the unseen set U to refine the learner to adapt the unseen categories in the pre-defined metric space. Given a distance function d, the meta-learner produces a distribution over classes for a test instance x t based on a softmax over distance to the class semantics in the visual space,
d(·, ·) is the distance metric same as in Eq. (8) . By minimizing the negative log-probability J(g) = − log p g (y = k|x t ) of the true class k, the mapping function g is improved for generalizing unseen categories in the defined metric space. We observe empirically that the choice of distance metric is vital, as the classification performances with Euclidean distance mostly outperforms those with Cosine distance metric. In the experiments, we report the results with Euclidean distance, if not specific.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our proposed approach on both traditional ZSL and the challenging generalized ZSL tasks. First, we briefly document the datasets and experimental settings. Then, we compare our proposed MTN with the state-of-the-art. Additionally, we conduct further studies to evaluate the effects of the episode-based training paradigm and the distance metric for the classification.
Datasets and Experimental settings 4.1.1 Datasets.
We evaluate our model on the four benchmark datasets, namely Animals with Attributes (AwA1) [11] , Animals with Attributes2 (AwA2) [29] , Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 (CUB) [24] , and Oxford Flowers (FLO) [13] . Both AwA1 and AwA2 are two coarse-grained datasets consisting of different visual images from the same 50 classes, [17] features from the finegrained visual descriptions (10 sentences per image). We use the standard zero-shot splits provided by [29] for AwA1, AwA2, and CUB datasets. For FLO dataset, we use the splits provided by [13] . A dataset summary is given in Table 1.
Implemental settings.
Following [29, 28] , we use the 2,048-dimensional top pooling units of a ResNet-101 pretrained on ImageNet-1K as the image features. As a pre-processing step, we normalize the visual features into [0,1]. As for the class semantic embeddings, no pre-processing is applied. In the learner, both the mapping function f and g are three-layer neural networks whose hidden layer has 1,800 hidden units. In each episode, five random categories are split from the seen classes as the test unseen classes and the Euclidean distance is used as the measure metric. During training, we use the Adam optimizer with learning rate 10 −4 .
Experimental Results
Results on traditional ZSL.
Under the traditional ZSL setting, the test instances are classified into the unseen classes. To balance the prediction accuracy across all classes, we measure the average per-class top-1 accuracy (T) as the evaluation protocol. We compare our approach with twelve competitors including five discriminative approaches, six generative approaches, and one episode-based approach. The comparison results are reported in Table 2 .
From Table 2 , we observe that the proposed MTN achieves the state-of-the-art performances on four datasets. In specific, the overall accuracy improvement on AwA1 is from 71.1% to 74.3%, on AwA2 from 70.4% to 72.8%, on CUB from 61.0% to 71.6%, and on FLO from 78.5% to 87.0%, i.e., all quite significant. We also observe that the improvement margins on fine-grained datasets are larger than those on the coarse-grained datasets, which indicates that the proposed approach transfers more discriminative information to distinguish categories. Another observation is that the classification performances of generative approaches are much better than those of discriminative approaches. This may be due to the following two facts. On one hand, the generative approaches alleviate the "hubness" issue in the zero-shot learning task. On the other hand, all the generative approaches are nonlinear approaches that handle better complicated semantic relations between the visual features and class semantic features. Compared with the other episode-based approach RELATION NET [22] , our MTN achieves significant improvements on four datasets, which indicates our mimetic strategy captures more transfer knowledge than learning metric space strategy.
Results on generalized ZSL.
Under the generalized ZSL setting, the test instances are classified into the joint label space spanned by both seen and unseen classes. Therefore, we follow the standard protocol proposed in [29] to evaluate the approaches with both seen class accuracy s and unseen class accuracy u, as well as their harmonic mean H. We provide the generalized ZSL results of our MTN and twelve competitors in Table 3 . The generalized ZSL results in Table 3 show that our MTN significantly improves the H measure against the state-of-the-art with a large margin on AwA1, CUB, and FLO datasets and achieves second best performance in the H measure on the AwA2 dataset, which is only 1.6% inferior to the best result. On the AwA1, MTN obtains 68.1% in the H measure, significantly improving the second-best performance 63.5%, on the CUB dataset, it improves the stateof-the-art result from 53.6% to 58.1%, and on the FLO it achieves 77.9%, obtaining 9.6% gains against the state-ofthe-art. The performance improvements verify the effectiveness of the proposed MTN on the generalized ZSL task.
We also observe that the seen classification accuracy s is much better than unseen classification accuracy u, even though the number of seen test instances are larger than that of unseen test instances on four datasets except for the AwA2 dataset (see Table 1 ), which indicates that the unseen test instances tend to be incorrectly classified into the seen classes. This classification shift issue is common across all the existing approaches. From the results, we observe that the generative approaches alleviate this shift issue to some extent. However, those approaches balance the differences between the seen class accuracy and the unseen class accuracy via decreasing the seen class accuracy while improving the unseen class accuracy. For example, though SE-ZSL [10] achieves best in H measure on AwA2 datasets. its seen class accuracy degrades significantly compared with the best s result, which is not desirable in practice. In contrast, our MTN improves the unseen class accuracy while maintaining the seen class accuracy, which substantially boosts the harmonic mean H.
Another observation is that the classification performances on the AwA2 dataset are inferior to those on the AwA1 dataset. This is due to that AwA2 contains more visual images as well as test instances than AwA1. Besides, for the fine-grained datasets, the classification performances on the FLO dataset are better than those on the CUB dataset, this is due to that CUB is a more challenging dataset that consists of more categories than FLO.
Further Analysis
In this section, we conduct further analysis to investigate the effect of the number of test classes per episode and the distance metric on the classification performance of the proposed MTN.
Effect of test episode-based paradigm.
In the first experiment, we evaluate how the number of selected mimetic unseen classes affect the performances of the proposed approach on different datasets. To do so, we vary the number of selected mimetic unseen classes from 0 to 10 in intervals of 5. It should be noted that the case where the number of selected mimetic unseen classes equaling 0 indicates the approach without the episode-based training paradigm and the optimization process degenerates to the traditional batch-based training strategy. According to the results in Fig. 4 , we observe that the performances with M = 5 are superior to those with M = 0 on all datasets under different evaluation metrics except for the s on the FLO dataset, which verifies the effectiveness of the proposed episode-based strategy. Besides, we observe that the performances with M = 10 are inferior to those with M = 5, which maybe due to that with the increase of the mimetic unseen classes, less training classes are left for training the visual-semantic alignment model, leading to unsatisfied initialization for the prediction of the mimetic unseen classes. Another observation is that different datasets differ greatly in the performance trend. For example, AwA1 and AwA2 have a similar trend because they come from the same categories. On both AwA1 and AwA2 datasets, the episode-based paradigm brings little impacts on the T, which indicates that the well-designed multimodal interaction model is discriminative on the coarsegrained datasets if the predicted label space is restrict to the unseen categories. However, on the CUB dataset, the episode-based paradigm improves the performances significantly under different evaluation metrics, which verifies that the proposed episode-based paradigm works well on the fine-grained datasets. Compared with the results on the CUB dataset, the improvements on the FLO are less impressive since the FLO dataset consists of less categories than the CUB dataset.
Effect of distance metric.
In the second experiment, we investigate how the distance metric affects the classification performance on four datasets. In Fig. 5 , we compare Cosine vs. Euclidean distance under different metrics on four datasets. We observe that the performances obtained in the Euclidean space significantly outperform those obtained in the Cosine space, indicating that the Euclidean distance is more suitable in our approach since the Cosine distance is not a Bregman divergence.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a meta-transfer network to learn to address zero-shot learning. The basic training framework is based on an episode-based paradigm, where each episode mimics a zero-shot learning task on the seen categories. The learner is a well-designed visual-semantic interaction model to efficiently align cross-modality semantic consistency and capture the discriminative information. The meta-learner fine-tunes the parameters of the learner by minimizing the differences between the prediction and the ground-truth labels of the mimetic unseen data. By training extensive episodes, the model accumulates a wealth of experiences on addressing classification scenarios where the training and the test classes are disjoint. The experimental results on four datasets demonstrate that the proposed model achieves the state-of-the-art on both traditional ZSL and generalized ZSL tasks and beats the other competitors on the fine-grained datasets with a large margin.
